former New Dealer Charles Olson's supposedly progressive poetics with government instrumentalism; it questions postmodern hopes for the readerly text as emancipatory or redemptive. Alternative explanations for its phenomena aside, this is a brilliant book. Precise and generous, it alters and invigorates the field.
Northeastern UniversityGuy Rotella Foote, Stephanie. Regional Fictions: Culture andIdentity in NineteenthCenturyAmerican Literature. Madison: Univ. ofWisconsin Press, 2001 . vi + 218 pp. Cloth: $55.00. Paper: $24.95.
Over and against the everyday understanding of regionalism as a minor literary genre that isolates and underscores the local, avoiding "contemporary conditions of mature capitalism, urban unrest, and expanding immigration and imperialism" (17), Foote argues that regional fiction, including "local color," is not so much a genre-or sub-genre-ofrealism but, rather, a literary strategy whose defining textual economy momentarily fixes the shifting and shifty identity of "stranger" and "native" (19), indicating "that at the core of every representation ofthe native was a foreigner" (13) while simultaneously underwriting, in its ironic inversion, the very sense ofnational identity and citizenship that such duplicity or, better, doubleness would seem to undermine. Following a similar logic, Foote maintains that regionalism's ideological strategy runs counter to narration itself: rather than depicting "a familiar, timeless, and shared agrarian past, regional writing defamiliarizes narratives about the origins of national identity in the United States" (6), revealing a history of "foreignness" that subtends the notion ofnational identity, subverting, in turn, the construction of a single, unitary source of national identity. At the same time, however, regionalism's double gesture that confounds and conflates "native" and "foreign," nation and region (the native of the region is foreign to the narrator/observer who, in turn, is foreign to the native of the region) might, conversely, assimilate the partial, the provincial, and the politically dangerous into cultural difference(s) nonetheless compatible with a sense of American identity and citizenship. Given its final ironic twist, regionalism might also repress all issues of race and ethnicity from the idea of American identity and citizenship and thereby translate-that is, reform-cultural differences into a politically homogeneous "body," the "American" body politic.
Foote' s book falls into three general sections with two paired chapters in each. The first two chapters "argue against conventional readings ofregionalism as an antidote to the trama ofurban life" (14-1 5) since its binary constituents (for example, rural/urban, native/stranger, nostalgia/modernity) uncannily col256Reviews lapse upon each other. Regionalism's "primitive" folk mirror the very types narration seems to exclude (foreigners, urban immigrants, and so forth), suggesting regional fiction's general "failure to convert the local into the national"(41). Accordingly, chapter 1 examines Sarah Orne Jewett's The Country ofthe Pointed Firs and her short story, "The Foreigner," to disclose "the hidden histories of foreignness underpinning the notion of national identity" while chapter 2 explores Hamlin Garland's Main-TravelledRoads and Harold Frederic' s Damnation ofTheron Ware, exposing the ways in which each writer "turns the tables on regional conventions, demonstrating the symbolic violence that regional representation imposes on 'real' regional inhabitants" (15).
Chapters 3 and 4 critique, respectively, Gertrude Atherton's The Californians and George Washington Cable's The Grandissimes to show how both novels regionalize foreign characters, "describing them as if they were localcolor characters and thus representing potentially problematic political differences as cultural differences" (16). Such assimilation depends on the exclusion of all racial components, producing "familiar subjects in familiar literary terms" (124), suggesting, in effect, that "cultural difference might be compatible with American political citizenship" (125). As with "pastoral" regionalism, however, urban issues once again remain peripheral at best.
The final section ofthe book pairs Jacob Riis's How the Other HalfLives with novels about Tammany Hall (particularly Alfred Henry Lewis's The Boss), claiming that regionalism's rhetorical correspondence between regional and ethnic characters simultaneously structures texts about urban areas it is traditionally assumed to resist. Urban cultural difference threatens the sense of national identity precisely insofar as it produces political difference, and therefore "must be disarticulated from ideas of American citizenship" in order to "reform cultural differences into political homogeneity" (125). Tammany novels, in particular, dramatize the problematic constitution ofthe public sphere, and show "how urban subjects are produced regionally, how regional identities become 'vested' identities in a contentious public sphere," and, finally, how those identities are secured at the level ofward constituents by the excessive, allinclusive, representative body of"the Boss" (16, 1 59). Here, citizenship is never fashioned at the level of desire, the "private" individual, but rather is always already a matter of the group, a communal "matter," the body politic itself.
Regional Fictions belongs to a growing critical oeuvre that seeks to recuperate the ways in which regionalism engages the very concerns it has traditionally been said to avoid: urban turbulence, immigration, imperialism, and capitalism in general. What the book lacks in argumentative coherence, analytic sophistication, and theoretical depth, it makes up for by (re)configuring economic, historical, sociological, and ideological issues in surprising and provocative ways. I especially recommend the book to those interested in such contextual dimensions of regional texts.
